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. . . .Q: Install a folder to the SharePoint Foundation 2010 I want to install a folder in the SharePoint Foundation
2010. The folder contains custom asp.net pages and some aspx page. And when I try to install it manually using
$safe it says InvalidProject. Please help me! A: The way I created the folder is via VS2010, I created a project in
VS2010 then I just dragged it to Sharepoint Foundation Site Templates. 10.46pm BST This post has been
updated. Those of you who read the Guardian's Panama Papers investigation into the offshore sector are already
familiar with the names of the figures on this list: Hugh Grant, the actress; the son of the former president of
Argentina; Vladimir Putin's doubles tennis partner; the Russian citizen nicknamed Putin's Precious; a Russian
oligarch who bought a yacht for the president of Tajikistan; an Indian businessman whose wife had sought a visa
to visit the US. But we asked the voters of the Guardian's data team to help us find these names and identify the
institutions that these individuals used to launder money or protect their ill-gotten gains. It was the first of many
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crowdsourced investigations into the use of offshore tax havens and shell companies. In less than 24 hours
we've had more than 3,500 names and over 250 organisations identified. We will continue to provide more
information as we work towards publication of our investigation. We know that these people have taken part in
the offshore sector of capitalism because they used a "designated" offshore financial institution to hide their
wealth, they have used shell companies to shield their assets from taxation, they have sought banking services
in the offshore Caribbean, they have invested offshore companies that have in turn used shell companies to
avoid paying taxes. In a poll that we ran before the investigation began, readers indicated that they were
surprised by the nature of the offshore sector, the number of people who use it, and the complexity of the
offshore system. Our research suggests that people turn to the offshore system for a number of reasons. Many
are wealthy individuals who are concerned about the secrecy of offshore accounts. Others are celebrities and
politicians seeking to protect their family fortunes in the event of divorce. And some are wealthy individuals who
use the system to avoid paying their taxes to the taxman. Next week we will publish our investigation into the
reporting of the offshore sector
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